Global Partner Program


for E-commerce market professionals
Empowering Partners with the

Best Automated Shopping Cart Migration Service
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Introduction

The MagneticOne group of companies was founded in 2001.
Right from the start, our mission has been clear:

“To create

exclusive products designed to address the real-world needs
of consumers”.



Cart2Cart is one such product. Since its launch in 2009, the
app has revolutionized the shopping cart migration process,
making it painless for online retailers across the board.



We have several proposals tailor-made for our partners to
ensure everyone gets a piece of the pie. By partnering with
us, you can expand your portfolio of services to provide the
best quality and most secure shopping cart migration
experience for your clients, and cash in on lucrative returns
while you’re at it.

Lara Ogurchicova
Success Partner Manager
at Cart2Cart
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About Cart2Cart

Cart2Cart is a next-generation eCommerce migration service.
It boasts the largest market share and daily traffic among all
the alternative service providers in the industry. The app
allows you to migrate all store data related to your products,
customers, orders, categories, images, and more to your
preferred ecommerce platform in the shortest time possible.


Aside from Cart2Cart’s plethora of tech solutions, here’s what
you get as well:

State-of-the-art migration solutions
100% data security guarantee
To prevent unauthorized third-party access, all migrations run
on virtual servers, created separately for each operation.
Our specialists can perform complex custom migrations
Using our platform is incredibly easy.
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85+ shopping carts
supported

250,00+ migrations
perfomed

13 years on
the market

100% data
security

Widest range of
content entities

24/7assistance phone, live chat, email

About Partner Program
If you are in the E-commerce or web development space, our
partner program was designed with you in mind.


The concept is quite simple. Simply use Cart2Cart to migrate
your customers’ online stores, and we will give you a partner
discount on our product. The more migrations you made, the
bigger the discount you get alongside several other attractive
perks.

Web development
agencies

Software development
agencies

Marketing
agencies

Freelancers

Individual
developers
Anyone related to
eCommerce
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Levels of partnership

Depending on the number of successful migrations you close, a
specific partner level will be assigned to you. There are a total of
four partnership levels, ranging from from bronze to platinum.



The level you’re on reflects your path of success within the program.
It allows you to significantly raise your business profile, putting you
steps ahead of the competition.



Each level comes with its own set of unique benefits, all designed to
boost your profit.



Platinum level
40% DISCOUNT

Gold level
30% DISCOUNT

Silver level
20% DISCOUNT

Bronze level
15% DISCOUNT
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Our benefits

Learn more about the available
benefits at each level:
Partnership levels
Comparison
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Bronze

level

Silver

level

Gold

level

Platinum

level

Number of
migrations

2-9

10

20

30+

Service
discount

15%

20%

30%

40%

Personal Account
Manager

+

+

+

+

Top priority
support

–

+

+

+

Marketing
support

–

-

+

+

Earnings from
referrals

+

+

+

+

Benefits explained

Discount

on services
As our partner you get a discount of up to
40% on Cart2Cart services. This discount is
cumulative and increases the longer you
work with us.

Personal
manager
We will assign a personal manager to
you. You can reach out to us at any time
and will be happy to address any
questions you might have. Our average
response time is 2 minutes.

Top priority
technical support
Our partners get the highest priority
for tech support and their requests
are always processed first.
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Benefits explained

Marketing 

Support
We believe that success is only possible
through mutually-beneficial partnerships. As a
result, we work closely with our partners to help
attract more customers by leveraging our
marketing channels at no cost whatsoever.

Referral

program
If you recommend Cart2Cart to your
industry colleagues, you get a 20%
referral bonus from any new business
you bring in. You can spend this money
on our product.
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Case studies of our partners
We are proud to work closely with our partners to help them growl
while providing the highest quality services to their customers.

Richard Gosler
Pixelhaus Studios

Every time I get a client that wants to transfer from one e-commerce platform to
another, recommending the Cart2Cart migration tool is a no-brainer.

The ability to get a quick estimate for our clients along with the transfer guarantee
saves my team loads of time and helps the clients’ projects move along.

I haven’t come across any other migration service that offers the top-tier customer
service we get with Cart2Cart or the competitive pricing that they offer. It’s a win-win.


Nick Quirk
1SEO Digital Agency

Your service works remarkably well. It was easy to estimate the migration cost,
allowing us to send off a custom quote to our clients. Cart2Cart made the process
quick and painless and the client was extremely happy with the results.

We had not used any other tools before since we had not found anything suitable.
The wait was well worth it in the end.


More customer testimonials are at our website.
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Join us at
our website:
shopping-cart-migration.com/become-partner

Have a question? We’re here to help
partner.manager@magneticone.com

Facebook

Twitter

YouTube

LinkedIn

